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job details

Calling All Education Enthusiasts: Join the Fun as an SEN Teaching Assistant in Lambeth!

Get ready to embark on an exciting journey as we team up with an awesome Secondary School

in Lambeth! We're on the lookout for a vibrant SEN teaching assistant to become part of our

dynamic crew.

As an SEN teaching assistant at this lively Mitcham school, you'll be the ultimate sidekick, helping

students unlock their full potential and have a blast along the way. Your role? Dive into action

alongside classroom heroes, lending a hand during lessons, brainstorming creative lesson

plans, and offering personalised support to students with unique needs.

Key Responsibilities for the SEN Teaching Assistant:

Team up with teachers to create engaging and interactive learning experiences.

Assist in crafting imaginative teaching materials to spark curiosity.

Be a champion for students with Special Educational Needs, providing tailored assistance.

Foster a welcoming and inclusive atmosphere where every student feels valued.

Encourage student participation and ignite a passion for learning.

Collaborate with teachers and fellow support staff to address student challenges.

Prioritise the safety and well-being of all students. * Embrace opportunities for professional

growth and development.
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Requirements for the SEN Teaching Assistant Role:

Previous experience in an educational setting, ready to bring your enthusiasm.

Familiarity with the secondary school curriculum and a flair for creativity.

Ability to commute to Mitcham and join in on the excitement.

Excellent communication skills to connect with students, teachers, and parents.

Adaptability to cater to diverse learning styles and student needs.

Empathy, patience, and a positive attitude to support students on their journey.

Organisational skills to juggle multiple tasks with ease.

Team spirit and a collaborative mindset to thrive in our dynamic environment.

If you're passionate about education and eager to make a difference in Lambeth come

join our Randstad team! Click the apply button now and let the adventure begin.

We're committed to creating a safe and nurturing environment for all students. Background

checks and an Enhanced Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS) clearance will be required

for the successful candidate.
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experience

Teaching

skills

ability to track progression in attainment,background in youth work,behaviour

management,building relationships,classroom management,communication,de-escalation

techniques,empathy,experience in administering medication,experience in managing

challenging behaviour,experience with autism spectrum disorders,experience with learning



difficulties,experience with social emotional mental health,inclusiveness,manual

handling,marking,mentor experience,personal care experience,planning,resilience,restraint

training,speech and language therapy experience
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